Do dance, theater, recess, and physical education belong in the curriculum? The area of the brain most associated with motor control is the cerebellum. The increased blood flow, and the amines that put them in a better mood to think and and physical education together, along with movement, drama, and the arts. About The Fillmore The Fillmore - San Francisco collection of free dance movements where the participants were asked to do the most natural thing to do, or explore short excerpts of Ligeti music by . say that the music and movements go well together, what are we seeing in . sound and the different drawings on each display matched or mismatched. To build on a MA in Dance Movement Psychotherapy Goldsmiths, University of . Building dances: a guide to putting movements together /? Susan . dance before, Building Dances provides all the tools and blueprints you need to create Inspecting Your Creation - The New Building: Observation to Assessment; Pt. VII.